
Are you looking for a solution to bring back to your team? What about 
advancing your professional toolkit with new skills to advance your projects 
or your own professional development? Visit the virtual Exhibit Halls for an 
opportunity to meet this year’s event sponsors and exhibitors. Win prizes 
and receive exclusive discounts. Don’t forget to access the Bonus Theater 
for sponsored sessions and additional PDUs.
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PMI  
Exhibits

Unlock your member benefits 
by learning more about  
new partnerships, products, 
publications, rising leaders  
and how PMI is becoming a 
more inclusive organization. 
Not a member, come in and 
learn more!

Developed by practitioners for 
practitioners, our certifications  
are based on rigorous standards 
and ongoing research to 
meet the real-world needs 
of organizations. With a PMI 
certification behind your name, 
you can work in virtually any 
industry, anywhere in the 
world, and with any project 
management methodology.

Helps you continuously upskill  
by learning project management 
basics, collaborative problem 
solving or how to build apps 
without coding experience. 
Explore opportunities from 
instructor-led (virtual or in-
person) to self-paced eLearning 
courses focused on supporting 
PMI’s Talent Triangle®.

PMI Member 
Resources

PMI Learning  
& Development

PMI  
Certifications

Authorized Training Partners
Looking to prepare for a PMI Certification but don’t know where to start? 
Connect with a PMI Authorized Training Partner and connect with a trainer to 
help you achieve your professional certification goals. 

Career Navigator
Chart your professional journey with Career Navigator, a free tool that generates 
a custom roadmap based on a comprehensive self-assessment. Start your free 
assessment today! 

Citizen Developer
The low-code/no-code movement, or citizen development, allows you to 
quickly turn ideas in to apps—with little to no coding experience required. With 
PMI’s Citizen Developer vendor-agnostic online courses and Handbook for 
Changemakers learn how to unlock the full potential of citizen development for 
yourself and transform your organization. Democratize software development, 
empower your workforce, drive innovation. 

Disciplined Agile
Disciplined Agile is an agnostic tool kit that harnesses a world of agile and lean 
practices to guide you to the best way of working for your team. Get tailored 
guidance to better understand your options, choose the best approach for your 
unique situation, and continuously improve. Organizations that adopt Disciplined 
Agile go to market sooner, deliver value faster and make their customers happier. 
Stop in and learn more! 



Military and Veteran PM Upskilling
Let’s translate your military experience into a newfound 
opportunity! Explore a career in project management 
and take your experience from tactical to practical. 
Whether you’re an actively serving service member 
transitioning service member, veteran, or family member, 
we have the tools and resources to upskill your project  
management or changemaker career! 

Organizational Transformation Series
The Project Management Institute is proud to introduce the five-part Organizational 
Transformation micro-credential series! The first three modules Foundation, 
Implementation and Orchestration are now available. This course trains Project 
Managers on navigating change in transformation projects and introduces the 
building blocks of successful transformations with a focus on the human-centered 
approach to enabling change.

PMBOK Guide and Publications®

PMI publications deliver a world of resources. The PMBOK® Guide empowers 
practitioners with flexibility in a changing environment. Customize your standards 
experience with PMIstandards+™, a free member benefit. Search, browse, and 
save content to help your projects thrive. Have you ever wondered what the 
best practices are for business analysis or program management? How do 
schedules, work breakdown structures, and project estimating impact your work? 
Changemakers, find your next resource here! 

PMI Certifications
Certifications for every stage of your career. In an increasingly projectized world, 
PMI professional certification ensures that you’re ready to meet the demands of 
projects and employers across the globe. With a PMI certification behind your 
name, you can work in virtually any industry, anywhere in the world, and with 
any project management methodology. Come visit our booth to explore our 
certifications!

PMI KICKOFF
Project management may be your expertise, but do your team members have 
the fundamental knowledge to contribute on day one? To deliver a successful 
project, you need to equip your team with a shared understanding of terminology 
and processes, so you don’t skip a beat. Enter KICKOFF, a free 45-minute digital 
learning tool that empowers project teams with the core information required to 
launch successful projects and see them to their finish. 

PMI Learning
PMI provides the tools, resources and learning programs to keep you in the 
know of today’s ever-changing world. From self-paced eLearning, to virtual or 
in-person training, experience your learning journey with PMI to meet today’s 
biggest challenges. Power up your career your way, and find the right course to 
fit learning around your life with PMI.
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PMI Membership
Join PMI and connect with a community of almost 700,000 
project professionals in more than 185 countries. PMI 
members access valuable resources and new benefits like: 
PMI Picks™, the Business Resource Center, PMIstandards+™ 
and other free tools. Grow and refine skills, work smarter,  
stand out in the job market, and advance your career. 

PMI Social Impact
PMImpact is a way to make your mark on the world by inspiring and enabling 
social good impact. By using PM skills you can help address problems, resolve 
issues & meet needs around the globe. PMI also launched our social good initiative 
in support of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I). This mission ensures that PMI 
will maintain a global culture that recognizes the interests of all of our diverse 
members of the PM community. See how you can make a social impact with PMI!

PMI Study Hall
PMI Study Hall™ is our first desktop and mobile app to boost your PMP study 
plan. Approach PMP exam day with more confidence and less stress! Take practice 
exams with the official user interface and review engaging lessons and case 
studies. Flashcards, puzzles, and games keep it fun. It’s your perfect companion  
on the road to PMP success.

ProjectManagement.com
ProjectManagement.com is PMI’s online community and is the central location 
for all of your community, content and collaboration needs. Connect with other 
practitioners to build your PM expertise to help make you more successful. Login 
with your PMI credentials to access the world’s largest global online community 
for project professionals. Stop by to discover what our community has to offer. 
There even may be prizes involved! The only way to find out is to pay us a visit!

Rising Leaders Engagement
PMI believes in the ability of young change-makers–who we like to call Rising 
Leaders–to positively impact the world. PMI Academics, PMIEF, and Youth 
Engagement will prepare young people to better pursue their academic and 
professional goals by equipping them with the knowledge and skills necessary for 
21st century success and help make future leaders now. Stop in and learn more!

Wicked Problem Solving
Uncertain on how to navigate conflict, complexity, and rapid change? Frustrated 
in aligning teams with different skills/ agendas? The Wicked Problem Solving course 
and toolkit was designed to teach you and your teams how to solve problems 
at any scale by asking the right questions, making ideas visible, and engaging 
participants with tangible actions. It was born from the best of design thinking 
and popular project management disciplines including agile and lean. Stop in and 
learn more!
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The Coalition of Associations 
is a new pillar at PMI that 
aims to connect people and 
organizations to enhance their 
competencies and maximize 
change-making abilities. Part 
of the 4.0 strategy, PMI will 
partner with organizations 
of all diffaerent industries 
in an effort to expand our 
community, enhance our 
offerings, and co-create new 
opportunities. Stop in and  
learn more!

Center for Creative Leadership
A member of PMI’s Coalition of Associations, the Center for Creative Leadership 
(CCL®) is a top-ranked, global provider of leadership development. By leveraging 
the power of leadership to drive results that matter most to clients, CCL 
transforms individual leaders, teams, organizations, and society. Our array of 
cutting-edge solutions is steeped in extensive research and experience gained 
from working with hundreds of thousands of leaders at all levels. CCL has 9 
offices in Asia-Pacific, Europe-Middle East-Africa, and the Americas.

CompTIA
A member of PMI’s Coalition of Associations, CompTIA is the leading destination 
in an era when every individual is tech-engaged and every organization is tech-
enabled. As an association dedicated to innovation, CompTIA unifies learning 
and opportunity in a welcoming, forward-thinking place. We are the connected 
global community of informed advocates, championing modern technology (and 
the people who advance it) one day, one deployment, one discovery at a time. 
CompTIA is tech forward.

HIMSS
A member of PMI’s Coalition of Associations, HIMSS is a global advisor, thought 
leader and member-based society committed to reforming the global health 
ecosystem through the power of information and technology. As a mission-
driven non-profit, HIMSS offers a unique depth and breadth of expertise in 
health innovation, public policy, workforce development, research and digital 
health transformation to advise leaders, stakeholders and influencers across the 
global health ecosystem on best practices.

Product Development and Management Association
A member of PMI’s Coalition of Associations, the Product Development and 
Management Association (PDMA), is a global community of professional members 
whose skills, expertise and experience power the most recognized and respected 
innovative companies in the world.

TOCICO
A member of PMI’s Coalition of Associations, TOCICO offers resources & 
certification for Critical Chain PM— the methodology used by 2019 PMI Award 
inner Embraer for delivering MORE projects FASTER—at LOWER COST & ON 
TIME. Visit us to watch Embraer’s Critical Chain story & register to receive 
FREE On Demand access to Critical Chain 2022 through Dec 31 2022 + FREE 
TICKET to Critical Chain 2023 + Special discount for the Critical Chain Project 
Management Fundamentals certification exam. Visit www.tocico.org/pmi-expo 
to claim these offers!

Coalition of 
Associations
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